
 

Dear Parents, 

During each week there are frequent moments of joy across the school and 

it is always such a pleasure to hear a member of staff relaying a story or 

having the opportunity to personally observe growth in learning or personal 

development. Our School Inspection Framework describes Outstanding 

practice in Behaviour and Attitudes in the following way...  

 “Pupils consistently have highly positive attitudes and commitment to their education. 

They are highly motivated and persistent in the face of difficulties. Pupils make a highly 

positive, tangible contribution to the life of the school and the wider community. Pupils 

actively support the wellbeing of other pupils. Pupils behave consistently well, demon-

strating high levels of self-control and consistently positive attitudes to their education.”  

Just a few examples from this short week include: 

Abi and Micah (Sunbeams) demonstrating and applying the use of exclamation mark in their play! 

Year 1’s joy and motivation in creating a class shop. 

Year 2 thinking of others less fortunate than themselves and setting up a Food Drive campaign. Dylan, Arian, Leo 

and Dominic collaborating and support of each other creating their Food Drive Video. 

Year 5-6 demonstrating empathy, connections and excellent connections from their reading of “Wonder”.  Andrei 

taking his learning to the next level and creating videos at home about his Science topic. Ada and Finn’s success 

in participating in the Battle of the Books. 

This year has presented many challenges. It is wonderful to see and witness first hand the impact of all the 

thoughtful carefully planned learning opportunities the staff have presented to the children who have in turn 

responded with great enthusiasm displaying highly positive attitudes.         Have a lovely sunny weekend    
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Julia, Uras, Cinar, Noah, Tabitha, Leo Y2, Adele, Gokalp, 

Martina, Anders, Damira, Eneli, Ilgar, Giorgia, Katie Y6, 

Alana, Matilde, Kiki, Leighton, Jackson, Andrei 

DATES TO REMEMBER 

May 

31 ALL Library Books Due 

June 

1-4 Food Drive 

5 Reports Go Home 

18 Last Day of SCHOOL 

Are you leaving? 

If you have not already done so please 
email the office if you will be leaving 
on June 18 so we can ensure all the 
necessary documentation is ready in 
good time.  Thank you 

Pick-up & Drop-off 
A reminder for parents to be mindful 
and courteous when parking near the 
school. Please do not double park, or 
park across driveways/paths or cause 
any obstruction to pedestrians.  
Thank you for your co-operation  

Congratulations! 

Well done Mrs Irving on successfully 

completing an intense year of study 

and achieving a Level 3 Diploma in 

Supporting Teaching and Learning. 

We are all very proud of you. 



Check 

this out 



What’s for Lunch? 





In Sunbeams, as well as doing lots 

of small- group teacher focused 

activities, we give the children 

time and space to play each day 

to plan their freely chosen and self-directed activities and we 

support them to develop their ideas. We call this Plan Do Review. 

You will see lots of language and communication, social interac-

tions, sharing, negotiating, compromising, emotional involve-

ment, mathematics and scientific application, physical manipula-

tion and creative imagination.  

At Review time, the children talk 

about where they were working, 

what they were doing, what went 

well, what was tricky and how 

they solved problems. 

Here are just a few examples of 

some of the learning we have 

been doing this week but there 

have been lots more! 

 

Sunbeams 



Patterns, Patterns Everywhere! 

Reception Class has been identify-

ing and generating patterns. The 

children have learnt that some 

shapes fit together whilst other 

shapes can form random patterns. We had great fun 

making a quilt for grandpa, 

making animal pictures and 

going on an outdoor pattern 

hunt in the rain.  

Reception 



This week we have 

been learning about 

money in maths.     

You can't learn about 

money without having 

a shop so that is what 

we did. The children helped collect everything we needed and 

they labelled all the items with prices. They then wrote to Miss 

Macleod to invite her as a VIP to open the shop. It was a great 

success and the children even wrote Miss MacLeod's shopping list 

and delivered her groceries to her office! We have been learning 

to read the number on the coins and how to add them together 

to make different amounts. We have also been comparing British 

pounds and pence with Euro coins and cents. We noticed they all 

have the numbers on to help us know how much they are worth. 

Hopefully Year 1 will now be great at helping you count out your 

change!  

Year 1  

Delivery 

Service 



Year 2  
This week in Year 2 has 

been all about collaboration. 

Collaborating with each  

other in class and with an-

other school in Wales!  

We shared with Year 2 at Cadoxton School about our learning all 

about food and they shared with us all about 

their learning about foods grown 

across the world.  

We told them about Dutch foods 

and some of the foods from our 

native countries.  

 

 

We have also been working as teams in class 

to produce a campaign video for our food 

drive.  

Year 2 ask you to please scan the QR code 

and help us out with our campaign. We have 

also spread leaflets around the school that we 

would love for you to read. Help us in our 

pledge to help others.  



Year 3 

              

Year 3 have 

started our 

new Talk for Writing unit all about 

Dragons.  It is really exciting!  We have 

studied clips of dragons, heard Smaug describe  

himself and read some dragon stories. We have 

been using this information to write our own dragon 

descriptions, start creating some 

poems and to draw pictures of 

some types of dragons.  We have 

learnt that there is a  Norwegian 

dragon called Nidhogg who lives 

under the tree of life.  We have 

also thought about other dragons, 

for instance a komodo dragon. Currently our 

story is The Cobbler 

of Krakow and 

Smok the Dragon of 

Wawel, this tale 

comes from Poland.    



Year 4/5 

   As part of our Maths learning 
this week, we have been reviewing 

multiplication.  

We explored the different methods 
and had interesting discus-
sions about which methods 
were more efficient.  Lots 

of effective strategies 
were shared and lots of   

accurate working out - well 
done everyone!  



 

Year 5/6 had 'The Best 

Day Ever!' when they    

finally got to trial the new 

playground 

equipment!  

It was great to 

be active and to 

have fun        

socialising with 

our friends!  

Year 5/6 







School Governance Committee (SGC) 

Committee Members 

Col Matthew Shaw Chair 

Peter Brown 

Jenny Brown 

Nicola Hutchinson 

CPO Gary Pearce 

Philip Perry 

Lt Col Garry Pinchen 

Sqn Ldr Michael Roberts  

Maj Maarten Magee 

Sheena Macleod 

WO2 Natalie Mansfield 

Flg Off James Sumpter 

WO2 Chris Sweeney 

Can you help? 
Our SGC Is Seeking New Members 

The SGC plays an important role in our school ensuring good outcomes for pupils. 

Members work closely with the School Team in supporting priorities for improvement, 

ensuring accountability and monitoring and evaluating school performance. The key 

purpose of the SGC is to act in the best interests of all pupils in the British Section. 

Whether monitoring budgets or agreeing policy, the focus should be:                      

“What difference will this make to the pupils in the British Section”  

 

The committee comprises of voluntary members who meet, at least, once every term 

as a group with additional visits in school to support their roles.  Members bring many 

competencies and skills to the group.  Some of these stem from education such as 

knowledge and understanding of curriculum, pupil progress and special needs.          

Business skills are also of value e.g. financial management, organisational change 

management, legal, human resources, equal opportunities, Health and Safety, ICT. 

If you are interested in being considered to 

be a member of the SGC Committee please 

contact Col Matthew Shaw or Miss Macleod 

to express your interest along with a brief 

summary of how you can support the school  

 

Matthew.shaw@jfcbs.nato.int 

Sheena.macleod@afnorth-is.com 

 

Thank you 




